Super HV Foamer W/ Gauges
PART # SG 916205-G
OVERVIEW
The Super HV Foamer With Gauges is a very high volume foam applicator for projecting foaming chemicals on to large surfaces
and high ceilings. This venturi injection system uses city water pressure (35 - 150 PSI) to draw and blend chemical concentrate
into the water stream to create an accurately diluted solution. An incredible amount of rich, clinging foam is created by injecting
compressed air into the solution to greatly increase volume and coverage ability. The foam is then projected through the
discharge hose and foam nozzle at distances up to 45 feet. Gauges display incoming water and air pressure.
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Industrial-strength design holds up in tough environments
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OPTIONS

Stainless Steel Hose Rack
Large
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APPLICATIONS
Fin Fan Cleaning
Food & Beverage
Industrial
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Military
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Paper Mill
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REQUIREMENTS
Chemical Concentrate
Water
Chemical Concentrate
Temperature
Water
Pressure
Temperature
Flow
Pressure
Supply Line
Flow
Compressed Air
Supply Line
Hose
Compressed Air
Nozzle
Hose
Dilution Ratio Range
Nozzle

up to 160°F
35 to 150 PSI
up
160°F
9.8to
GPM
@ 40 PSI
35
3/4"to 150 PSI
9.8 GPM @ 40 PSI
up to 12 CFM
3/4"
1-1/2" ID x 50'
up to 12 CFM
Super HV Open Flow Wand
1-1/2" ID x 50'
2,240:1 to 10:1 @ 40 PSI
Super HV Open Flow Wand

Dilution Ratio Range

2,240:1 to 10:1 @ 40 PSI

